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SendOutCards.com 

Compensation Plan Details 
8 exciting ways to earn: 
(Note: All amounts stated are in U.S. Dollars for both purchase prices and commissions issued to participating 

distributors. International Residents participation with SendOutCards is based upon acceptance of applications in the 

U.S. under U.S. laws and regulations. International residents agree to this condition when signing up to participate with 

SendOutCards.) 
 

To participate in the SendOutCards compensation plan, at a minimum, a Distributor Kit needs to be purchased for $59.00. The 

Distributor Kit has no volume associated with it and no commissions or overrides are paid on a Distributor Kit (does not come 

with System License (ability to send cards)). Some options are as follows: 

 Entrepreneur / Distributor Kit $59.00  Wholesale Premium Package $398.00 
  

1) Customer Direct Retail Profits 
A) This is a direct sale of a distributor’s cards from their card bank to a retail customer. Customer pays distributor 

directly for cards. Example: On Father’s Day you might send a card from your card bank for a friend to their father and 

charge him $3.00 for the card. 

(Note: For Residents other than the U.S. – Should you engage in retail sales, you are responsible for any Sales or other 

taxes (GST/HST/VAT/IVA) to be collected and must remit these on your own to your countries tax authorities.) 
 

B) Retail customer is sent to distributors retail PURL and purchases a card with or without a gift at full retail price. 
 

C) Direct sale of a Retail product from a distributor to a retail customer.  
 

2) PicturePlus
TM

 and PicturePlus
TM

 2.0 Leadership Bonus (Paid Weekly)  
Qualified Distributors will receive bonuses for each PicturePlus

TM
 or PicturePlus

TM
 2.0 package, or upgrade purchased, 

of $35.00 to $75.00. PicturePlus
TM

, $50 for PicturePlus
TM

 2.0. A bonus of $20 is available to selling Distributor.  
 

3) Retail Profits from Retail and Preferred Customers (Paid Monthly) 
Distributors receive retail profits from the sale of qualified products. The amount of retail profit paid to the Distributor 

depends on the retail product sold. Each retail product may have a different retail profit. See details for the individual 

product sold. Retail Profits are paid on products in the Pay as you go, Retail Package, Retail Package Plus, and Preferred 

customer packages.  
 

4) Coaching Bonus from Wholesale Premium Package (Paid Weekly) 
Distributors receive bonuses and commissions when they sell a Wholesale Package, which is priced at $398.00. The 

Wholesale Package includes PicturePlus
TM

 2.0, gifts at wholesale price, a full contact manager, ability to send card 

campaigns, a personal Treat’emRight Seminar ticket, personalized handwriting font, 200 points (good for 60 days), and 

ability to purchase points for $0.31 when on Autoship. Distributor may qualify to receive bonuses and commissions of 

up to $140.00 (combined bonuses and commissions based on products contained within the package). Distributors may also receive 

bonuses and commissions from product sales that occur in their downline organizations based on encoding and 

qualifications. 
 

5) Leadership Bonuses and Commissions from Downline Sales (Paid Weekly) 
Depending on rank and coding Distributors may also receive bonuses and commissions from sales made in their coded 

downline organizations. Downline bonuses and commissions range from $5.00 to $175.00. 
 

6) Retail Package Commission (Paid Weekly) 
Qualified Distributors, RAs and QRAs may receive a commission on each combination of 10 Retail Packages (formerly 

SOC Boxes) that are activated in a 30 day period. Multiple commissions will be paid as groups of 10 are activated within 

the time period. 

 

7) 7 level Volume Bonus paid on Greeting Cards Sold (Volume) (Paid Monthly) 
 Qualified Distributors will receive bonuses on 7 levels of sales activity from their distributor group.  

 
8) Leadership Volume Bonus paid on Greeting Cards Sold (Volume) (Paid Monthly)  

Qualified Distributors will receive leadership volume bonuses on unlimited levels within a leadership group. Leadership 

volume bonuses range between 5% and 25% depending on the leadership ranks that have been earned. (Based on 

qualification and encoding.) 
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Details on product packages and compensation plan are provided below: 

  

Primary Products   Commissions 

$59 Entrepreneur / Distributor Kit No Commissions Paid on Distributor Kits (Does not include System License) 

 

One At A Time Individual Greeting Cards $2.99 (postage included) and Gifts (varying retail 

pricing) may be purchased. Retail Profit of $1.50 is paid to Distributor and 

$0.62 in volume. Retail Profit and Volume for gifts depends on price of gift. 

 

$49 Retail Package $25.00 wholesale price $24.00 direct retail profit; $100 commission per 10 

packages activated in 30 day period 

 

$25 Retail Affiliate No commissions Paid on Retail Affiliate purchase (Does not include System 

License) 
 

$99 Retail Package Plus   $35.00 to $75.00 (based on encoding) + $20.00 Bonus to Sponsor 

 

$199 Preferred Package   $85.00 to $125.00 (based on encoding) + $40.00 Bonus to Sponsor 
 

$398 Wholesale Package  $100.00 + Leadership Bonuses + PicturePlus
TM

 Bonuses  

 
 

Volume Items (CV & PV) 

One At A Time (retail sales)  Retail Profit of $1.50, $0.62 in volume on cards, varies on gifts 

 

$49 Retail Package (formerly SOC Box) $24.00 (retail potential paid to distributor or RA; 6.20 PV) 
 

Points (used to send cards)  $0.49 or $0.31 (see explanation below)  
Points purchased on Auto Order by a Wholesale Package are $0.31 per point with a volume of $0.31 per point. Points 

purchased by a Retail Package Plus or Preferred Customer cost the $0.49 per point. The customer’s distributor earns 

retail profit on points purchased, $0.49 - $0.31 = $0.18 and $0.31 in PV per point. Wholesale Auto Order points are 

$0.31 per point; the distributor receives $0.31 per point in PV from the Wholesale order. 
 

A greeting card uses 2 points and a postcard uses 1 point. Image uploads, PicturePlus
TM

, and PicturePlus
TM

 2.0 use an 

additional point; three panel cards use an additional point. One At A Time and Retail Package Cards use a cash purchase 

price. 
 

Retail Package (formerly SOC Box) $20.00 ($2.00 per card stamp included, 20.00 volume; cards can be sent to 

US, Canadian, and  Australian addresses only) 

 

Other Items 
 

Expense Account Any Amount may be purchased in $1.00 increments. Used for purchases including postage 
 

Distributor Renewal $59.00 Annual Renewal of distributorship (required to remain a distributor) 

 

Retail Affiliate Renewal  $25.00 Annual Renewal of RA or QRA account 
 

Treat’emRight Seminar Reservation Fee is $25.00 (purchased by a distributor for a guest will be reimbursed upon the guests 

attendance of the registered seminar; no commissions paid on $25.00 reservation attendance). 
 

Package Definitions 
 

Entrepreneur / Distributor Kit - $59.00 (Kit only, does not include a system to send cards, distributor is able to enroll new accounts and earn all 

bonuses based upon qualification for bonuses) (annual renewal of Distributorship is required to remain a Distributor).  Includes: License to share greeting 

card and gift business with others, 5 physical Treat’emRight Seminar tickets, ability to earn Retail profits, Business Opportunity 
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site, Online retail store, DVD unlimited package (ability to send company DVD in cards at no additional cost for the DVD, 

additional cost of postage to send DVD required), Training site, back office support, distributor support. 

 

 

Wholesale Premium Package - $398.00 ($100.00 bonus, $20.00 PicturePlus Bonus, $20.00 PicturePlus 2.0 Bonus) 
Includes: System License, Basic PicturePlus, PitcutePlus 2.0, and a personal Treat'emRight Seminar ticket (1 

ticket/participant), 1 Handwriting Font, 4 Signatures, and 200 points (200 points expire if not used in 60 days) 

 

Preferred Package – $199.00 ($20.00 PicturePlus Bonus, $20.00 PicturePlus 2.0 Bonus) 
Includes: Preferred Customer Account, Basic PicturePlus, PicturePlus 2.0, 100 points (100 points expire if not used in 60 

days). SendOutCards Preferred Customer Account is an annual account and is valid for 1 year from the date of purchase; 

continued purchases automatically renew account for a one year term from date of purchase. 

 

Retail Package Plus - $99.00 ($20.00 PicturePlus Bonus) 

Includes: Retail Customer Account, Basic PicturePlus, Full contact manager, ability to send card campaigns, $0.49 

points 

 

Retail Package (formerly SOC Box) – $49.00 ($24.00 Direct Retail Profit) 

Includes: Lifetime SOC Box account access, Basic PicturePlus, ability to send gifts at retail, 10 cards (include postage, 

cards may be sent in US, Canada, or Australia only), two panel cards for $2.00 plus postage 

 

One At A Time – $2.99 ($1.50 Retail Profit) 

Includes: This is a pay as you go option, allows purchase of one card at a time, Basic PicturePlus, two panel cards only 

 

Gift Accounts 
Distributors can enable Gift Accounts from their SendOutCards site. These accounts receive their points and postage 

directly from the distributor’s account. Gift Accounts are an excellent way to introduce someone to the SendOutCards 

system. The Gift Account holder may upgrade to any customer or distributor package. 
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Rank Requirement Qualifications 
A group is defined as 12 distributors, with a minimum of 3 personally introduced and coached. Three of the group must be 

personally introduced and coached by the distributor working on rank advancement. The other 9 to fill the group can be brought 

into the group from anywhere in the group organization. The example below shows an ideal situation but it is not required to fill a 

group in this way. The distributor could personally coach all 12 or any combination. However, to start their next group they 

would still be required to introduce and coach three new distributors. The distributor would not be able to count personally 

coached distributors that are used to fill another group as part of a new group. This applies for ranks through Executive (see below 

for details).  

 
Generation Percentages at Earned Levels 

Level Distributor Manager Senior 

Manager 

Executive Senior 

Executive 

Eagle 

0 5%      

1 2% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 

2 2% Paid to Unlimited Levels 

 3 2% 

4 2%      

5 2%      

6 2%      

7 5%      

To Qualify as a: 
 

Retail Affiliate (RA) 

 Purchase Retail Affiliate Membership for $25.00; May sell Retail Packages for retail profit 

Qualified Retail Affiliate (QRA) 

 10 SOC Boxes activated within a 30 day window 

Distributor (eligible to receive a check) 

30 Personal Volume (PV) and 2 Active Customers are required to receive all commissions (Customers will be 

paid on the zero or personal level)(A customer is a non-distributor, RA or QRA who has purchased a Retail or 

Wholesale Package) 
$120 Bonus may be paid to qualified distributors if above requirement is met or not 

Customer Volume adds to Retail Sales to make Total Retail Sales 

Distributors are considered qualified for all earned bonuses for first 30 days of distributorship 

 

Manager 

$4,500 in Cumulative Sales, includes items that are assigned CV and items to which no CV is assigned 

12 Total Distributors or QRAs to make a group (this group is the Distributor group) 

3 Personally introduced and Coached Distributors and 2 Active Retail Customers 

30 Personal Volume 

Fred 

Personally Coached by Fred Personally Coached by Fred Personally Coached by Fred 

Distributor 

In 

Group 

Distributor 

In 

Group 
 

Distributor 

In 

Group 
 

Distributor 

In 

Group 

 

Distributor 

In 

Group 
 

Distributor 

In 

Group 

 

Distributor 

In 

Group 

 

Distributor 

In 

Group 

 

Distributor 

In 

Group 
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Senior Manager 

$4,500 in Cumulative Sales in Manager Group, includes items that are assigned CV and items to which no 

CV is assigned 

12 Total additional Distributors or QRAs to make a group (24 total minimum distributors, 12 from the 

Distributor group and 12 from the Manager group) 

3 new Personally introduced and Coached Distributors (6 total minimum personally coached, 3 in 1st group, 3 in 2nd) and 2 

Active Retail Customers 

30 Personal Volume  

Executive 

$45,000 in Cumulative Sales in Senior Manager Group, includes items that are assigned CV and items to 

which no CV is assigned 

5 Senior Managers in Senior Manager Group (distributor has Sr. Manager coding on all 5 Sr. Managers) 

3 new Personally introduced and Coached Distributors (9 total minimum coached) 

30 Personal Volume and 2 Active Retail Customers 

Senior Executive 

100,000 in volume in one month within first 7 levels (volume requirement can be met anytime as an 

Executive) 

2 Executives in Executive code within first 7 levels (distributor has Executive coding on both Executives) 

No minimum required number of personally Coached Distributors 

30 Personal Volume and 2 Active Retail Customers 

Eagle 

150,000 in volume in one month within first 7 levels (volume requirement can be met anytime as a Senior 

Executive) 

2 Executives in Senior Executive code within first 7 levels (distributor has Executive coding on both 

Executives) 

No minimum required number of personally Coached Distributors 

30 Personal Volume and 2 Active Retail Customers 
 

Generation Percentages at Earned Levels 

Level Distributor Manager Senior 

Manager 

Executive Senior 

Executive 

Eagle 

0 5%      

1 2% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 

2 2% Paid to Unlimited Levels 

 3 2% 

4 2%      

5 2%      

6 2%      

7 5%      

 

 
Commission Details 
 

Level 0 is a distributor’s personal purchases and the purchases of their personally sponsored Retail/Wholesale 

customers. The 7 level payout is paid on all ranks, the encoded ranks are paid in addition to the 7 level payout. 

Commissions are paid out based on Rank and group qualification. Pay out percentages are paid on Commissionable 

Volume (CV). 
 

A Distributor qualifies to be paid through 7 levels at the Distributor level above as long as they have met the 30 PV 

and 2 Active Retail Customers (30 PV to be paid on 0 level). A Distributor will be paid at the Distributor percentages 

(see above) while they are building their first group. Upon completion of the requirements then their rank will 

advance to Manager. They will continue being paid the Distributor percentages on the Distributor group.  
 

A Manager will be paid 5% on the CV of anyone they bring in and add to their Manager group. Once the 

requirements have been met the distributor will be rank advanced to Senior Manager. The Senior Manager will be 
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paid 10% on the CV of anyone they bring into the Senior Manager group. The Senior Manager also needs to build 5 

Senior Managers in this group to be rank advanced to Executive. The Executive will be paid 15% on the CV of 

anyone they bring into the Executive group, and build 2 Executive distributors in their Executive group. Once the 

requirements have been met the distributor would be promoted to Senior Executive. The Senior Executive will be paid 

20% on the CV of anyone they bring into the Senior Executive group; they would also be required to build 2 

Executive distributors in their Senior Executive group to be rank advanced to Eagle. The Eagle would be paid 25% on 

the CV of anyone they bring into the Eagle group. 

 

Retail Affiliate – Is not eligible for volume payouts. RAs earn retail profits from the direct sale of a SOC Box. They 

also receive a $24.00 retail profit on all SOC Boxes purchased under their RA number directly from SendOutCards 

web site, paid out monthly. RAs are paid a $100.00 commission for every 10 SOC Boxes activated within a 30 day 

period. A RA becomes a Qualified Retail Affiliate (QRA) when 10 SOC Boxes have been activated within one 

period. 

 

A Distributor will be paid on the CV of their Distributor group at 5% on the zero level, 2% on the first level, 2% on 

the second level, 2% on the third level, 2% on the fourth level, 2% on the fifth level, 2% on the sixth level, and 5% on 

the seventh level. The Distributor will be paid the Distributor Level bonus as long as the Distributor qualification is 

met each month (outlined above).  

 

Manager - Once the requirements are complete the Distributor would start a new group and begin to build their 

Manager group. The distributor would be paid the Distributor pay on their Distributor group and the Manager pay on 

the Manager group. The sponsor who brought in the distributor will be paid on the Distributor group of this person at 

the rank level they are encoded at as long as they are qualified to be paid this bonus. For example if the distributor 

was sponsored by a Senior Manager, the Senior Manager will be paid 10% on the CV of that group as long as they are 

qualified to be paid this bonus. The sponsoring distributor will be paid the Distributor level bonus on that group. 

 

Senior Manager - Once the distributor has completed the requirements they will start building their Senior Manager 

group. They will be paid the Senior Manager percentages on the CV of their Senior Manager group from the first 

person enrolled in that group. To complete the Senior Manager group and become an Executive the distributor needs 

to build 5 Senior Managers in this group and other outlined requirements above. 

 

Executive - The new Executive will now get paid 15% on the CV of any new distributors put into the Executive 

group, 10% on the CV of their Senior Manager group, 5% on the CV of their Manager group and continue to be paid 

the Distributor level bonus on their distributor group. There is no minimum requirement for the number of personally 

enrolled new distributors to build their Executive group. To complete the Executive level and become Senior 

Executive the distributor will build 2 Executive distributors in this group within their first 7 levels and meet the 

volume requirement outlined above. 

 

Senior Executive - When the distributor meets the qualifications for Senior Executive then they will start a new 

group. The new group does not have a minimum requirement for the number of personally enrolled new distributors 

to build their Senior Executive group. A Senior Executive will be paid 20% on the CV of their Senior Executive 

group, 15% on the CV of their Executive group, 10% on the CV of their Senior Manager group, 5% on the CV of the 

Manager group, and the Distributor level bonus on their Distributor group. To complete the Senior Executive level 

and become an Eagle the distributor will build 2 Executive distributors in this group within their first 7 levels and 

meet the volume requirement outlined above. 

 

Eagle - When the distributor meets the qualifications for Eagle they will start a new group. The new group does not 

have a minimum requirement for the number of personally enrolled new distributors to build their Eagle group. An 

Eagle will be paid 25% on the CV of their Eagle group, 20% on the CV of their Senior Executive group, 15% on the 

CV of their Executive group, 10% on the CV of their Senior Manager group, 5% on the CV of the Manager group, 

and the Distributor level bonus on their Distributor  

group. 
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Bonus 
 

Generation percentage bonus is calculated on the CV of each group and paid based on the rank of the distributor when 

the group was encoded to that distributor. If two or more distributors are being paid on the same group then the 

percentages will be split between them, with lower ranks taking percentages from higher ranks in their new groups. If 

two distributors of the same rank qualify to be paid on the same group then the upline distributor will yield their 

percentages to the downline distributor.  
 

For example if Fred is Eagle and Joe is a Distributor then Fred would be paid 25% on Joe’s Distributor group. Fred 

would be paid 25% on that group to unlimited depth. Joe would be paid 5% on his own and Retail/Wholesale 

Customers, 2% on his 1
st
 level, 2% on his 2

nd
 level, 2% on his 3

rd
, 2% on his 4

th
, 2% on his 5

th
, 2% on his 6

th
, and 5% 

on his 7
th
. 

 

If Joe were a Manager and Fred was an Eagle, then Fred would be paid 25% on Joe’s Distributor Group because Joe 

was personally enrolled by Fred. Fred would earn 20% on Joe’s Manager group, because Joe would be earning 5% on 

his Manager group. Fred and Joe would both continue to be paid like this on that group since Fred was Eagle when he 

enrolled Joe and this group is encoded to Joe in his Manager group.  
 

If Fred were an Executive and Joe was a Senior Manager, then Fred would earn 15% on Joe’s Distributor Group since 

he enrolled Joe, 10% on Joe’s Manager Group, and 5% on Joe’s Sr. Manager Group. This is because Fred has the Sr. 

Manager and Executive coding on Joe’s Manager Group and the Executive coding on Joe’s Sr. Manager Group. 

When Fred becomes Senior Executive this would not change because this group was encoded at these percentages. 
 

Leadership Bonus 
 

The Leadership Bonus is scheduled to be paid out weekly. Bonus is paid on sales to each person purchasing the 

System License in that organization, encoded at that position.  

 

Code Distributor Manager Senior 

Manager 

Executive Senior 

Executive 

Eagle 

  Up To Up To Up To Up To Up To 

 $0 $15 $25 $35 $45 $50 

  Unlimited Depth 

   

 
Each time a distributor in the encoded downline is coached then the Distributor who they are encoded to would 

receive the above bonus depending on rank. For example Fred is Eagle and Joe is Distributor who is coached, Fred 
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would receive $50. If Joe coached a new distributor and Joe was a Manager then Joe would be paid $15 and Fred 

would be paid $35 and so on. 

 
 

PicturePlus
TM

 Bonus – PicturePlus
TM

 bonus is paid to the Manager and Sr. Manager groups at $35 to the Manager 

coding and $40 to the Sr. Manager coding of the account that purchases the PicturePlus
TM

 package. Note: A customer 

is at the same level as the distributor who sponsored them. Therefore the bonus is paid to the sponsor’s Manager and 

Sr. Manager coding. 

 

PicturePlus
TM

 Sponsor Bonus – $20.00 paid to Sponsor on file.  

 

PicturePlus
TM

 2.0 Bonus – PicturePlus
TM

 2.0 bonus is paid to the Manager group at $50 to the Manager coding of the 

account that purchases the PicturePlus
TM

 package. Note: A customer is at the same level as the distributor who 

sponsored them. Therefore the bonus is paid to the sponsor’s Manager coding. 

 

PicturePlus
TM

 2.0 Sponsor Bonus – $20.00 paid to Sponsor on file.  

 

 Sponsor Manager Sr. Manager 

PicturePlus $20 $35 $40 

PicturePlus 2.0 $20 $50 — 

 

 

QRA Commission - $100.00 paid to RAs or QRAs for every 10 SOC Boxes activated within a 30 day period. The 

30 day period starts when the first box in a new period is activated and runs 30 days. At the end of 30 days the period 

ends independent of the number of SOC Boxes activated. A new period begins when a new SOC Box is activated 

after the previous period has ended. A RA becomes a Qualified Retail Affiliate (QRA) when 10 SOC Boxes have 

been activated within one period. 


